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Year of Wrestling Together ~ Community Conversation #7 

March 7, 2016 

 
ROLE OF THE RABBI & RABBI-COMMUNITY RELATIONSHIP 

 
The following concepts were shared at the start of the conversation, as context.  
 
Different Types of Community 

• Co-Op (participants invest time & money) 

• Lay-Led Community (Havurah) 

• Membership (pay for access) 

• Fee for service (Transactional Community) 
 
Common Dimensions of the Role of a Rabbi 

• Pastor/Priest 

• Administrator/Facilitator 

• Scholar/Adjudicator 

• Teacher/Prophet 

• Supervisee/Employee 

• Community development 
 
Jewish Values Animating Rabbi-Community Relationship 

• Kavod-Respect; Kavod ha’rav / kavod ha’kahal 

• Brit-covenant – mutual relationship with obligations to one another 

• Avodah- sacred service / work of value & meaning 

• Hesed- loving kindness – reliability, loyalty, stability. Deal honestly with conflict 

• Rakhamim- compassion / kindness, extending the benefit of doubt, support & 
solidarity, seeking understanding 

• Din- judgment / accountability 

• Hokheyakh Tokhi’akh – loving rebuke. Not holding a grudge – addressing issues 
directly 

• Ve’ahavta le’re’acha kamo’cha – love your neighbour as yourself- caring 

• Tzedek- righteousness / justice – fairness, respect. Seeking to support / address 
the needs of the other 

• Tzelem elohim- in the image of the Divine / fundamental worth & value of each 
person 
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As a group, we brainstormed how we, as the DJC, would complete the following 
sentences. 
 
With Respect to Our Community, Our Rabbi Should Be … 

• Religious leadership 

• Resource- “how to do Jewish ritual” 

• Shepherds (not direct or dictate) 

• Very informed experienced guide 

• Full spectrum of Jewish (history / philosophy) 

• Accessibility for those who approach 

• Set the tone- foundational piece 

• A flame- continuity 

• Educate and empower community member to lead 

• To listen to the community with openness > co- creating 

• Historical context / relationship with Jewish world 

• Connector – the (a) face of the community 

• Pastor (pastoral care)- priest – counseling, officiating/leading/guiding lifecycle 
events 

• Spiritual guidance- “the Jewish take on issues…support in dark times… 

• Educator – “fill in the blanks” 

• Unaffiliated – responsibility to flexibility. Opportunity to mold and shape 

• Lead from behind 

• Agitator / instigator 

• “Hold the whole picture” 

• Vision 

• Bring the conversation 

• Rabbi Miriam added:  

o Rabbi of Jewish people as a whole, not just the DJC. Tradition > future 

o Love 

o Jewish tools to engage all of life, not only “Jewish” moments 

o Comfort to the afflicted & afflict the comfortable 

o Confidentiality 
 
With Respect to Our Rabbi, We Should Be … 

• Active & Strong 

• Distributed leadership 

• Respect for her education / expertise 

• Learning 

• Listening / open minded 
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• Benefit of the doubt 

• Loving rebuke (not disengage or suppress questions) 

• Curious 

• Leadership, roles and accountability of the Board 

• Love 

• Rabbi Miriam added:  

o Never Passive 

o Supportive of leadership – A vibrant relationship; feedback & 
communication; awareness of the challenges and vulnerability of 
leadership; a sense that we are on the same team. 

 
In the final section of the discussion, we broke into small groups.  Each group 
was asked to prepare a Brit – a covenant between Rabbi and Community.  

• The DJC should be member based with a modified fee structure to be more 
accessible to young people and young families with the infusion of co-op 
elements. ie. An expectation of giving time and energy to the community. 

• The Rabbi commits to: Challenge, Engage, Educate, Inspire. Challenge thinking, 
push our thinking. 

• We the community commit to respect the Rabbi’s knowledgeable wisdom and 
respect the limits of any one person. 

• The DJC should be – a membership driven, loving, meaningful, accountable 
community. 

• The Rabbi commit to: loving, open-minded leadership, building community, 
vision, comfort the afflicted & afflict the comfortable. 

• We the community commits to:  respect, listening, support, loving, open-minded. 

• Build community. 

• The DJC should be a membership. 

• The Rabbi commits to: use her position to listen for places to be a leader and 
also to listen for conflicts to help DJC leadership address issues before they 
become harmful. 

• We the community commit to: engage healthily in conflict, to have respectful 
conflict discussions. 

• We the community commit not to: engage in divisive discussions that don’t need 
to be continued- “is this the hill we want to die on”. 

• I welcome the challenge to my thinking. The challenging discussion welcomes 
me. 

• Knowledgeable, Inspiration. 

• Respect – all directions. 

• Pushing our thinking in new directions. 
 


